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23 May 2012 

Ms Alison Kyte 
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London,  

SW19 2QN 

 

 

Dear Alison 

 

32 Boyd Road, London SW19 

 
 

 

We have inspected the above property in accordance with your instructions, in order to advise 

as to the condition and state of repair and decoration of the above property, having regard to 

your probable purchase of the same. 

We have pleasure in submitting our report hereunder on the condition of the property at the 

time of our inspection on Tuesday 22 May 2012 at which time the weather was warm and 

overcast but dry. 

 

DESCRIPTION AND LOCATION 

 

The property comprises a purpose-built, ground floor flat set into a two storey residential 

mid-terrace property constructed at the turn of the twentieth century.  The property is 

constructed with traditional materials and using traditional forms of construction has solid 

load-bearing brick elevations, which at the front includes  a full height projecting bay. At the 

rear there is the original two storey extension. 
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There is a timber pitched roof spanning from front to back with a mono-pitched roof over the 

two storey rear extension.  To the left there is a raised party parapet wall finished with 

terracotta copings. Astride the party parapet wall at ridge level there is a shared chimney stack 

with the adjoining property whilst to the right there is a raised party parapet wall finished with 

terracotta copings.  

 

The original painted softwood single glazed box sash windows have been replaced with 

PVCu windows and although the property has been modernised it has retained many of the 

original features. 

 

The property faces approximately north-west onto Boyd Road and is situated in a residential 

area of properties of a similar age and character. This area is situated between High Street, 

Colliers Wood (A24) and Haydon’s Road (A218). Within approximately five minutes walk to 

the south is Colliers Wood underground station whilst approximately fifteen minutes walk to 

the north-east is Tooting Broadway underground station.  

 

The streets and pavements are maintained by the local authority and there is a controlled 

parking scheme in existence. 
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ACCOMMODATION 

 

We have not taken any site measurements, but can confirm that the accommodation is briefly 

as follows: 

 

Ground Floor Description 

The ground floor accommodation comprises: 

 Two double bedrooms 

 Bathroom 

 Kitchen/reception room 

and 

 Under stairs storage facilities 

 

At the rear of the property, accessed externally, is an external boiler room. 

 

LEASE DOCUMENTS  

 

We have not had sight of the lease documents, and therefore cannot comment on them in 

whole or in part.  It is important to scrutinise the details of the lease documents in order to 

establish liability for service charges, ground rents, contributions to the maintenance and 

upkeep of the building.  Your solicitor will no doubt advise you further in this respect. 

 

SCOPE OF THE SURVEY 

We have carried out an external examination of the property from ground level and available 

windows only.  We have carried out a full inspection of the property internally. 

 

If any parts of the property that were unexposed or inaccessible to us during our inspection 

are subsequently uncovered and found to be defective, then understandably we cannot accept 

any responsibility for any related damages, repair costs, or changes to the property’s value.  
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SUMMARY 

 

32 Boyd Road is in reasonable condition for a property of this age and form of construction, 

and although there are no significant or urgent matters requiring attention there are a number 

of ongoing repair and maintenance issues to consider. 

 

At roof level on the front and rear elevations the rendered finishes to the parapet walls require 

various levels of preparation prior to reapplying the rendered finishes.  

 

The flashings to the front and rear roofs to both the right and left hand side parapet walls 

should be replaced with lead flashings as these provide a more durable weathering detail.  

 

The valleys between the bay roof and front roof slope have debris in them, additionally there 

have been repairs carried out in the past to the sand and cement verges in these locations 

which also require a small amount of making good to improve their appearance.  

 

The walls on the front elevation have several areas of spalling brickwork particularly at first 

floor level. The bricks to the left hand side of the bay ideally require replacing due to their 

excessive spalling. This will generally improve the appearance of the front of the property.  

 

The rainwater gutter runs serving the front elevation roof are discharging onto the brick 

courses which is causing staining and ultimately these guttering runs should be repaired.  

 

At roof level on the rear section of roof the chimney stack serving the left hand side party 

wall (viewed from the front) has several areas of missing sand and cement render and spalling 

bricks and ultimately these bricks will require replacing and the render replying to improve 

the decorative appearance and weather durability of the chimney stack.  
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Obsolete service pipes on the rear elevation walls ultimately require removal and repointing 

of the brickwork to prevent water ingress in the future.  

 

The brick pointing to the rear of the soil and vent pipe on the rear elevation requires 

repointing to improve its weather durability. 

 

The left hand front boundary fence requires reinstating as it is dilapidated and the rear left 

hand side boundary fence also requires replacing as this is starting to deteriorate with the 

fence panels leaning in towards the left hand side adjoining property’s garden. 

 

Internally there are several areas of cracking through the ceiling finishes due to thermal 

movement and the loadings above all of which will require raking out and filling with 

proprietary filler prior to redecoration to improve their decorative appearance.  

 

Similarly there are several vertical cracks running through the plaster finishes internally due 

to thermal movement and again these will require raking out and filling with proprietary filler 

prior to redecoration.  

 

The lowered ceiling in the kitchen has an air vent situated over the sink which is allowing 

warm moist air to enter the ceiling void, this in turn is causing condensation which is evident 

in the damp stains around the light fittings in this location.  An additional air vent should be 

incorporated into the ceiling to increase the level of air ventilation within the this ceiling 

void. 

 

The under stair’s storage cupboard requires double plaster boarding to prevent the spread of 

fire to the first floor flat should one break out in this location and the ceiling to the exterior 

utility room would appear to be asbestos and ultimately this should be removed by a 

specialised asbestos contract removal firm as this is a deleterious material. 
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The rear utility room door and frame require removal and replacing as these are dilapidated. 

 

Should any future electrical work be carried out internally the battery operated smoke 

detectors and carbon monoxide detector in the kitchen should be replaced with hard wired 

smoke detectors and a hard wired heat detector should be provided in the kitchen area.  

 

Finally the plaster finishes to the bay to the front bedroom and to the left hand side of the rear 

door and the left hand side of the chimney breast serving the reception room all have areas of 

rising damp and these areas will require further investigation.  

 

Notwithstanding our comments above, we can see no reason, from a surveyor’s point of view, 

why you should not proceed with your proposed purchase.   
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EXTERNALLY 

 

ROOFS 

 

Main Front Roof 

 

1 The main roof comprises a timber pitched roof spanning from front to back with a 

central ridge line and raised brick party parapet walls to the right and left with a 

shared chimney stack to the left hand side of the property.  

2 At the front there is a timber pitched roof spanning from left to right over the 

projecting bay, both roofs have had the original slate roof coverings replaced with 

interlocking concrete tiles with concrete ridge tiles. 

3 The main roof structure generally appears to be in reasonable condition and has not 

suffered any adverse consequences due the increased loadings of the concrete tiles.  

4 The roof coverings have several areas of moss and lichen growth which should be 

cleaned down to improve the appearance of the property and to stop moss and lichen 

growth blocking the gutters. 

5 The central ridge line concrete ridge tiles have been bedded into sand and cement 

mortar.  

6 The ridge tiles generally appear to be in sound condition, however, further repointing 

is required at the junction of the ridge tiles to improve the weather tightness of the 

roof in this location. 

7 To the right of the main roof is a raised party parapet wall finished with London stock 

facing bricks with a sand and cement render finished with terracotta copings.  
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8 The sand and cement render in this location is in poor condition and is spalling and 

requires hacking off  prior to rerendering.  

9 To the left there is a raised party parapet wall constructed in London fair faced 

brickwork finished with sand and cement render with terracotta copings.  

10 The sand and cement render in this location is in poor condition and is spalling and 

requires hacking off  prior to rerendering.  

11 Astride the left hand side raised party parapet wall is a shared chimney stack with the 

adjoining property to the left and this is constructed in red rubber fair faced brickwork 

with a decorative string course and corbel course of brickwork and cement flaunching 

supporting terracotta chimney pots. 

12 The bottom section of the chimney stack has had sand and cement render applied in 

the past and this generally appears to be fit for its purpose but is unsightly  and 

ultimately requires minor repairs to improve its appearance. 

13 At high level on the chimney stack there is several areas of spalling brickwork and 

ideally in due course these will require cutting out to prevent further decay and loss of 

stability to this chimney stack. 

14 However, this is not an urgent issue but should be planned for in the future should any 

refurbishment works be carried out at roof level.  

15 At the junction of both the left and right hand side party parapet walls and roof are 

metal flashings and these metal flashings are worn particularly towards the central 

ridge line and in extremely poor condition. 

16 Ultimately these flashings should be replaced with lead flashings as these provide a 

more durable weathering detail. 
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17 There are two TV aerial installations attached to the main roof chimney stack, one of 

which appears to be in satisfactory condition and sufficiently bracketed, however, the 

rear TV aerial is leaning and it would appear that the rear bracket is broken and 

ultimately this requires replacing.  

 

Rear Roof 

18 The main rear roof is a timber pitched roof and the original slate roof coverings have 

been replaced with interlocking concrete tiles. 

19 Due to the configuration of the property and adjoining grounds it wasn’t possible to 

get views of the entire roof but from the views that were available the roof structure 

generally appear to be in sound structural condition and free from any evidence of any 

significant defects. 

20 The rear left hand party parapet wall (viewed from the front) is constructed in London 

yellow fair faced brickwork finished with terracotta copings. This party parapet wall 

has been finished with sand and cement render. 

21 The wall generally appears to be in satisfactory condition and free from any urgent or 

significant defects.  

22 At the abutment of the main rear roof slope and party parapet wall are lead flashings 

and these generally appear to be in reasonable condition.  

23 Astride this party parapet wall is the shared chimney stack and again at low level this 

has been finished with sand and cement render with lead flashings at the abutment of 

the roof slope and chimney stack. 

24 These generally appear to be in satisfactory condition.  
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25 As noted at the front of the property there are several areas of spalling bricks to the 

rear section of the chimney stack, however, these are in better condition than at the 

front and therefore will not require replacing in the near future.  

26 However, the sand and cement flaunching in this location is cracked due to the failure 

of the TV aerial bracket and the sand and cement flaunching around the chimney pots 

also requires repair to improve its appearance. 

 

Bay Roof 

27 The bay roof generally appears to be in reasonable condition and free from any 

evidence of any significant defects. 

28 At the front of the bay roof is a sand and cement rendered verge and this has several 

areas of cracking through it which is unsightly and ultimately would benefit from 

minor repairs.  

29 However, overall this section of roof generally appears to be weather tight.  

30 To the underside of the sand and cement render verge are softwood fascias with gloss 

paint finishes. These generally appear to be in sound structural condition, however, in 

poor decorative order and ultimately require preparation and redecoration to improve 

the appearance of the timber in this location.  

31 At the abutment of the bay roof and main roof there is a zinc lined valley. At the time 

of the inspection this valley was full of debris and it would appear repairs have been 

carried out in the past with bitumastic paint and ultimately these valleys require 

cleaning out to prevent waster ingress. 
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Rear Extension Roof 

32 Due to the configuration of the property and adjoining grounds it was impossible to 

get clear views of this roof, however, from the partial views that were available from 

the first floor bedroom to the adjoining property above, the roof has had the original 

slate roof coverings replaced with concrete tiles.  

33 Following further investigation of the first floor roof void there does not appear to be 

any adverse effects to the roof structure as there does not appear to be any dishing of 

the roof. However, it is not possible to determine the condition of the roof coverings 

as the views were not possible.  

MAIN WALLS 

Front Elevation  

34 The front elevation is constructed in solid load-bearing brickwork finished with red 

rubber facing bricks and at ground floor level the brick courses have been painted 

with a masonry paint finishes.  

35 At ground floor level there is a sand and cement rendered plinth with terracotta air 

vents providing ventilation to the sub-floor void. 

36 The windows have projecting concrete cills at first floor level whilst the bay at ground 

floor level has a stone cill that has had repairs carried out to it in the past, all with 

masonry paint finishes. 

37 Over the ground floor window of the bay are gauged brick arched and above this are 

projecting cornices, all with masonry paint finishes.  

38 At roof level there are a series of corbelled brick courses and above the corbelled 

brick courses serving the bay gable wall the brick courses in this location have been 
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finished with textured rendered finishes with masonry paint finishes. 

39 At first floor level to the left and right of the bay there are several areas of spalling 

brickwork with several areas of dislodged pointing particularly above the coving 

above the ground floor window. 

40 The spalling bricks are ultimately unsightly and will require replacing in due course to 

improve the decorative appearance of the property and in addition to maintain its 

stability should these brick courses spall to an extent where the structure of the 

property is actually suffering movement. 

41 There is minor hairline cracking through the brick courses located centrally to the bay 

and this is due to slight settlement of the bay and which is anticipated in a property of 

this age and form of construction and is not considered unduly significant.  

42 At roof level to the right of the bay there is staining to the brick courses at the junction 

of the guttering components. We therefore recommend that this section of gutter be 

checked, if not replaced, to prevent further discharging water onto the brick courses in 

the future.   

43 Just below this section of damp brickwork is an air vent providing sub-room 

ventilation to the first floor single bedroom. 

44 To the right of the bay is a recessed front entrance door approach and this is accessed 

via brick piers supporting a gauged brick arch. To the front of this are decorative 

rendered panels all with masonry paint finishes. 

45 The internal parts of the recessed front door approach has plastered walls with 

masonry paint finishes. 

46 These areas all generally appear to be in reasonable condition and free from any 

significant defects.  
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47 To the right of the bay is a gas supply pipeline to the first floor flat.  This generally 

appears to be well bracketed and sufficient for its purposes, however, it is unsightly 

and would benefit from redecoration to improve its appearance.  

48 To both the left and right hand side of the bay there are a series of coaxial cables. The 

right hand section of cables require additional bracketing to improve their appearance. 

 The left hand section of cables generally appear to be in satisfactory condition and 

well bracketed.  

49 To the left of the bay at high level the gutter has been discharging and has caused 

excessive staining to the brick courses.  This section of gutter requires replacing to 

prevent further rainwater discharging onto the brick courses in this location. 

50 Located centrally to the front of the property above the recessed front entrance door 

approach is a Yale burglar alarm indicator. It is not known whether this is working. 

 

Rear Elevation and Flank Elevation  

51 The main rear wall and rear extension flank extension wall are finished with London 

yellow stock fair faced brickwork and at ground floor level the brick courses have 

been finished with a textured masonry paint finish and at ground floor level there is a 

sand and cement rendered plinth. 

52 Set into this plinth are a series of aluminium air vents providing ventilation to the sub-

floor void. 

53 The opening at ground and first floor level have concrete projecting window cills with 

masonry paint finishes.  The window reveals are sand and cement render with 

masonry paint finishes.  
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54 The ground floor windows  have brick soldier course arched heads with masonry paint 

finishes.  

55 These elevations generally appear to be in satisfactory condition and free from any 

urgent or significant defects, although there is minor weathering of the pointing to the 

rear of the soil and vent pipe at the junction of the extension and main rear elevation 

which requires a small amount of repointing to improve its weather tightness.  

56 The rear elevation wall to the two storey extension is finished with London yellow 

stock fair faced brickwork. At ground floor level this has been partially painted with 

masonry paint whilst the remainder has been left as fair faced brickwork.  

57 At the junction of the roof and wall there is sand and cement verge and this is cracked 

and ultimately requires minor repairs to improve its weather tightness in the future.  

 

Generally 

58 We have not inspected the foundations of the house and therefore cannot comment on 

their type or condition.  However, from the views available to us there was nothing to 

suggest that there is a problem with the foundations at present. 

 

WINDOWS AND EXTERNAL JOINERY 

59 Our inspection of the external joinery was largely a visual inspection, although if we 

suspected that if there were areas of rot and timber decay we have probed the timbers 

with a penknife blade, and in addition when carrying out our internal inspection, 

where possible, we have opened all of the windows.   

60 Where possible we have identified where we suspect there are any areas of rotten and 
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defective timbers but we should point out that it is not uncommon for further areas of 

rot and timber decay to be found when stripping back paintwork or overhauling 

windows.   

61 You should therefore anticipate that it is likely that in a property of this age and form 

of construction that further timber repairs may be required, and in any event the 

external joinery needs to be maintained and painted periodically in order to preserve 

its condition and appearance.  

62 On the front elevation the original, traditional patterned, painted softwood, single 

glazed, box sash windows have been replaced with double glazed PVCu windows. 

These generally appear to be newly installed and generally appear to be in satisfactory 

condition and free from any significant defects.  

63 The front entrance door is a panelled hardwood door set into a softwood frame with a 

fixed glazed skylight over with gloss paint finishes and generally appears to be in 

satisfactory working condition and decorative order. 

64 Located above the door in this location is a ADT burglar alarm sensor and this is in 

working condition.  

65 The original, traditional patterned, painted softwood, single glazed, box sash windows 

have also been replaced in the rear elevations with PVCu double glazed windows.  

66 The rear door is a full height double glazed PVCu door with fixed side light and high 

light, both of which are double glazed.  

67 These installations appear to be relatively recent and are in satisfactory condition and 

free from any significant defects.  

68 To the left of the rear door is a boiler cupboard and this is accessed via a softwood 

panel door set into a softwood frame with fixed highlight over.  
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69 The door and frame are dilapidated and require replacing.  

 

DRAINS AND PIPEWORK 

70 We did not inspect the underground drainage system and therefore cannot comment 

further in this respect.  We can arrange for an independent drain inspection on receipt 

of your further instructions. 

71 It is important to maintain the external plumbing in sound condition in order to avoid 

leakage, which can cause damp penetration and result in timber decay and a 

deterioration of the main structure. 

72 The rainwater disposal from the right hand side of the main roof at the front of the 

property is taken in black PVCu ogee guttering discharging into the adjoining 

property’s wrought iron ogee guttering to the right. It is then taken via a cast iron 

downpipe discharging directly into a rainwater gulley at ground floor level. 

73 Sections of this guttering are discharging onto the brick courses and require repair. 

74 The rainwater disposal from the left hand side of the front main roof is taken via black 

ogee PVCu guttering connecting into the adjoining property’s guttering to the left and 

is then taken via a cast iron downpipe discharging directly into a rainwater gulley at 

ground floor level. 

75 This section of guttering is discharging onto the brick courses at roof level and the 

downpipe in this location requires additional preparation and redecoration to improve 

its appearance. 

76 The rainwater disposal from the main rear roof is taken in black PVCu guttering and 

discharges onto the mono-pitched roof.  
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77 The rainwater is then taken via black PVCu guttering discharging into a PVCu 

downpipe which is connected to the original cast iron downpipe. This in turn 

discharges into a plastic hopper which again is taken in to a PVCu downpipe 

discharging at ground floor level into a drainage gulley. 

78 The top sections of the cast iron pipe and PVCu pipe above the plastic hopper are in 

poor decorative order and are unsightly and require replacing.  

79 To the right of the down pipe is an obsolete PVCu waste pipe and this should be 

removed and the brickwork re-pointed to improve the weather tightness. 

80 At ground floor level there is an obsolete lead overflow pipe discharging into the 

drainage gulley and this should be removed to improve the drainage gulley’s 

appearance.  

81 Towards the front section of the flank extension serving the ground floor flat is a 

plastic air vent cowling for the bathroom extractor and this is in satisfactory condition. 

82 Above this is a PVCu waste pipe serving the first floor bathroom. This discharges into 

a cast iron hopper which is then taken via a cast iron pipe discharging directly into a 

drainage gulley. 

83 The downpipe in this location is corroded and unsightly and ultimately requires 

preparation and redecoration. 

84 To the left of this drainage gulley is a PVCu waste pipe serving the kitchen area and 

this has been repaired in the past and is unsightly and ultimately should be repaired to 

improve its decorative appearance. 

85 At the junction of the main rear elevation and flank extension is a cast iron soil and 

vent pipe serving the ground and first floor bathrooms. This generally appears to be in 

satisfactory structural condition, however, in poor decorative order and ultimately 
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requires preparation and redecoration.  

86 Running around the perimeter of the property on the rear is a concrete drainage gulley 

with mild steel grille providing additional drainage in this location. These drainage 

grilles all discharge into the drainage gullies along the flank extension and are in 

satisfactory condition.  

87 Located on the rear elevation to the two storey extension is an external garden hose 

formed in plastic tubing with brass tap fittings and this should be lagged to prevent 

freezing in the winter months.  

88 Above this is the balanced boiler flue serving the boiler located in the boiler room and 

to the right of this is an external light. Above this is a TV aerial. 

89 These installations all generally appear to be in satisfactory condition and free from 

any urgent or significant defects.  

BOUNDARIES 

Front Boundary 

90 There is a small enclosed concreted and tiled area at the front of the property 

providing bin storage amenities.  

91 The front boundary wall is an approximately 700mm high one brick thick wall 

finished with fair faced brickwork with a soldier course brick copings.  This wall 

generally appears to be in satisfactory condition. 

92 To the right of the property are two brick piers with concrete copings with masonry 

paint finishes. The concrete copings in this location are too small to protect the upper 

parts of the masonry wall and ideally these should be replaced with larger concrete 

copings.  
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93 The inside face of the right hand pier has a piece of softwood secured to the wall to 

form a fixing for the gate, however, the gate has been removed and is presently not on 

the property. However, this timber generally appears to be in satisfactory condition 

and the gate should be reinstated to improve the general appearance of the front of the 

property. 

94 To the right the boundary is formed by an approximately one metre high wrought iron 

fence with gloss paint finishes and this generally appears to be in satisfactory 

condition. 

95 To the left the boundary is formed with a wicker fence and this is dilapidated and 

requires replacing.  

96 The internal face behind the front boundary wall at the back edge of pavement has 

predominantly terracotta tiles providing a paved access to the front door and these are 

in satisfactory condition.  

97 To the underside of the bay there is a concrete area. This area has several cracks 

running through the concrete but generally appears to be in reasonable condition and 

free from any urgent or significant defects.  

98 These cracks are due to settlement of the concrete due to possibly poor installation but 

is not considered unduly significant.  

Rear Boundary 

99 The internal areas of the rear garden are predominately paved with concrete paving 

and these generally appear to be reasonably level, however, there are several pavers 

that have dropped and require relaying as these are a trip hazard.  

100 To the left of the rear paved area there is a cracked paver that requires replacing 

generally to improve appearance.  
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101 To the left there is a well maintained planter bed whilst to the rear there is a raised 

planting bed which again generally appears to be well maintained.  

102 The left hand side boundary fence is a timber panelled, aris rail and feather edge panel 

fence supported off  timber posts. This fence is undulating and leans towards the 

property to the left (viewed from the front) due to the buildup of creepers and climbers 

adding additional loads and ultimately these creepers and climbers should be cut back 

to improve the structural integrity of the fence.  The central two panels of this fence 

are rotten and require replacing.  

103 The rear section of the left hand side boundary fence is an approximately 900mm high 

timber panel fence which is in poor structural condition and requires replacing.  

104 The right hand side rear boundary is a timber feather edge, aris rail fence 

approximately 150mm high finished with willow trellis supported off softwood 

tannelised posts. This section of fence generally appears to be in satisfactory 

condition.  

105 The rear boundary fence is a 1200mm high timber feather edge panel fence and this 

generally appears to be in satisfactory condition and free from any urgent or 

significant defects.  

106 There are a number of mature trees within the garden and neighbouring gardens, 

which raise the potential risk of structural damage to the property due to tree root 

action.  It has been known for tree roots to undermine a building's foundations causing 

serious damage. However, the trees do not appear to have caused any problems to the 

property at the present time. 

107 Despite this, we suggest that the trees are pruned on an annual basis by a competent 

tree surgeon to prevent any further growth both above and below ground. 
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INTERNALLY 

Our inspection of the interior was restricted by the fixtures, fittings and close fitted floor 

coverings, which we did not disturb.  Our report is therefore based on the result of a visual 

inspection of the exposed surfaces, no parts of the property have been opened up. 

 

ROOF SPACE 

108 The roof void is accessed via a softwood panelled hatch in the first floor flat.  

109 The roof is a joisted and purlin roof with sarking felt to the underside of the joists 

supporting battens sporting the concrete tiles and is partially insulated.  

110 The timbers in this location generally appear to be in satisfactory condition and free 

from any evidence of any water ingress or insect infestation.  

111 Although there was no specific means of ventilating the roof void it appears to be 

reasonably well ventilated and free from any evidence of any build up of 

condensation, etc.  

112 Although there did not appear to be any evidence of wood boring insects it is noted 

that approximately 70% of all properties of this age have some form of insect attack 

and as the roof timbers are unlikely to have been treated (unless these are provided by 

the vendor) then ideally  you should allow for carrying out timber treatment work in 

the roof void areas. 
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CEILINGS, INTERNAL WALLS AND PARTITIONS 

113 The ceilings throughout the property are plasterboard and skim ceilings decorated 

with emulsion. In the front section of the hallway and front bedroom the original 

ornate plaster covings have been retained also decorated with emulsion.  

114 In the front bedroom there is a minor damp staining to the coving presumable from a 

leaking radiator above. 

115 These ceilings have not been decorated for some time and it is believed that the 

radiator has been repaired and the leak is not ongoing.  

116 In the middle bedroom the ceiling in this location has several areas of diagonal 

cracking due to thermal movement and the increased loads from the floor above. 

These areas will require raking out and filling with propriety filler prior to 

redecoration. 

117 In the front bedroom there is minor hairline cracking at the junction of the 

plasterboards due to thermal movement and this will require raking out and filling 

with proprietary filler. 

118 The ceiling above the bathroom entrance has diagonal cracking through the plaster 

due to thermal movement and these will require raking out and filling prior to 

redecoration. 

119 In the bathroom there are minor spoors as a result condensation and these should be 

cleaned back and prepared prior to redecoration.  Otherwise, the bathroom ceiling 

generally appears to be in satisfactory condition.  

120 The ceiling in the rear hallway section leading into the kitchen has coin marks through 

the plaster and damp staining around the downlighter in this location. It is believed 

that this is due to warm moist air entering the void through a vent located above the 
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kitchen. 

121 It is recommended that an additional air vent be installed into this section of ceiling to 

help control the levels of condensation or that the opening is plastered over. 

122 The rear section of the reception room has been lowered. It is not known why this 

section of the ceiling has been lowered but the work appears to have been carried out 

to a reasonable standard and is free from any evidence of any defects.  

123 The ceiling above the kitchen cabinets has a suspended section of ceiling and in this 

location is a plastic cowling air vent. This was installed to cover a defect in the 

installation of the electrical system and is therefore redundant and ultimately requires 

removing and plastering over prior to making good and redecoration. 

124 The internal walls and partitions are the original lath and plaster walls and 

plasterboard walls decorated with emulsion. In the entrance hallway the original 

window dado rail has been retained with gloss paint finishes.  

125 The plaster finishes around the front door have minor cracking due to impact of the 

door and these require raking out and filling with propriety filler prior to redecoration 

and making good. 

126 In the middle bedroom to right of the window cill there are two vertical cracks 

through the plaster finishes. The plaster finishes in this location have been replaced in 

the past and the cracking is due to thermal movement. It is assumed that these walls 

had damp problems and the bottom section of wall has been replastered to prevent 

further damp ingress this is typical in properties of this age and form of construction 

and is therefore not considered unduly significant.  

127 In the middle bedroom above the entrance door there is diagonal cracking from the 

head of the door frame in this location due to settlement of the building and this is 

also to be anticipated in a property of this age and form of construction and is 
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therefore not considered unduly significant.  

128 The bathroom has plasterboard walls with tiled sections of walls around the perimeter 

of the bath. These walls generally appear to be in reasonable condition, however, the 

tiles around the bath require regrouting in several locations to prevent the ingress of 

water which can lead to timber decay. 

129 The ceramic tile splashbacks behind the kitchen worktop are generally in satisfactory 

condition. 

130 The original rear kitchen wall has been removed to allow for an open plan 

kitchen/reception room area. The refurbishment works in this location have been 

carried out to a good standard and there is no evidence of any significant defects.  

131 The chimney breast in the reception room has been retained and has a gas insert fire 

with a marble fire surround and a slate hearth with a timber mantelpiece. This was 

reported to be in good working order as the vendor was present at the time of the 

inspection.  

132 The chimney breast in the middle bedroom has been retained, however, decorated 

over and this chimney breast requires a ventilation brick to help control the levels of 

condensation in the flue.  

133 The front bedroom has retained the chimney breast, however, is partially covered by 

furniture.  From the views that were available and from the description by the vendor 

there is a cast iron gas fire with a slate hearth and timber fire surround. It is not known 

whether this is capable of being used, however, should these chimney breasts be used 

they should be swept and checked by a competent chimney sweep prior to their use.  
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FLOORS AND SKIRTINGS  

134 The floors throughout the property are suspended timber floors with timber joists and 

floorboarding finished with a combination of fully fitted carpets in the bedrooms and 

timber laminate flooring throughout the remainder of the property with the exception 

of the bathroom which has tiled floor finishes.  

135 The floors generally appear to be firm and level and free from any evidence of any 

significant defects. 

136 Due to the age of the property it is noted that it is unlikely that any special measure 

were included in the floor construction of the flat to prevent sound transmission and 

as noise can be a problem between flats, it is recommended that enquiries be made 

through your solicitor to establish if there is any history of a problem with noise in 

this property.  In the future it would be possible to improve sound reduction 

performance between the flats by laying a Reduc or similar underlay beneath the 

flooring and you may wish to consider introducing a secondary ceiling using a 

proprietary sound reduction suspended plasterboard system. 

137 At the junction of the floors with the internal walls and partitions in the front section 

of the property are the original softwood square edge skirtings with gloss paint 

finishes whilst the refurbishment work to the rear has softwood ogee skirtings with 

eggshell paint finishes.  

138 These skirting’s are generally in satisfactory condition.  

DAMPNESS 

139 Systematic readings were taken around the walls at ground floor level with an 

electronic moisture meter to establish if there were any significant levels of rising 

dampness 
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140 Significant levels of rising damp were found in the front bedroom around the bay and 

chimney breast, whilst in the rear section of entrance hallway on the right hand side 

party wall and the plaster finishes around the left hand side of the rear door leading to 

the garden area.  

141 It is recommended that further investigation is carried out by a damp proof specialist 

to determine the exact levels of damp penetration and your attention is drawn to the 

small risk of timber decay, including dry rot, in all timbers in contact or adjacent to 

dampness, such as skirting boards, floor joists, etc.   

 

INTERNAL JOINERY 

142 The majority of the doors within the property comprise of four panelled softwood 

doors with gloss paint finishes and these all generally appear to be in satisfactory 

working condition and decorative order.  

143 Internally all the window cills and window architraves are formed  in PVCu cladding 

components and these are generally in satisfactory condition.  

144 The front entrance door is a panelled hardwood door with eggshell paint finishes and 

this is generally appears to be in satisfactory decorative order, however, it binds 

slightly on the threshold and requires a small amount of easing and adjusting. 

145 The understairs storage cupboard has exposed treads and risers and it is recommended 

that this area has double plasterboard to prevent the spread of fire through to the first 

floor flat should one break out in this location.  The walls are timber walls decorated 

with emulsion and fair faced brickwork with emulsion paint finishes.  These appear to 

be in satisfactory condition. The floor is a suspended timber floor with timber joists 

and floorboarding and this appears to be in satisfactory condition.  
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KITCHEN FITMENTS 

146 The kitchen is fitted with a reasonable range of wall and floor mounted units, 

including a Formica imitation granite worktop with a stainless steel sink and drainer 

with block mixer tap. Also included in the range is an integrated oven with a four ring 

gas hob over with a recirculation fan.  

147 These fittings are in good condition.  

148 The waste and water supplies are in satisfactory condition.  

 

UTILITY ROOM 

149 The boiler room has a panelled ceiling, and the panelling in this location could 

possibly be asbestos cement and if so, this should be removed as this is a deleterious 

material.  (Care should be taken not to drill into or damage this ceiling as it can 

release asbestos fibres which can be injurious to health and if it is to be removed the 

work should be taken by a specialist asbestos removal contractor). 

150 The walls are brick walls with sand and cement render decorated with emulsion.  

151 There is cracking through the render at low level due to thermal movement, however, 

they generally appear to be fit for their purpose.  

152 The floor is a solid ground bearing slab and this is in satisfactory condition.  
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SANITARY FITTINGS 

Bathroom 

153 The bathroom is fitted with close coupled WC and an enamel bath with chrome 

telephone-style mixer tap with shower hose, a pedestal wash hand basin with chrome 

taps. The bath has a toughened glass, hinged shower screen door.  

154 These fittings are all in good condition.  

155 The waste and water supplies are generally in satisfactory condition, however, the 

plug to the bath requires reinstating. 

156 The mastic seals around the bath require re-running as they have a buildup of algae 

and it is important to maintain the perimeter seals in watertight condition in order to 

prevent water penetration under the fitting, which can lead to timber decay and 

damage internally. 

 

SERVICES 

157 We have not tested the service installations within the property and therefore cannot 

comment on their condition or adequacy.  Our remarks are therefore based on a visual 

inspection only.  If further information or testing is required on these installations we 

can arrange for independent electricians and plumbers to produce reports on receipt of 

your further instructions. 

158 Cold water is provided on the rising main to the kitchen sink and heating and hot 

water is provided by a wall hung gas fired Halstead combination boiler located in the 

rear boiler room. There are panel radiators in all the principal rooms with the 

exception of the bathroom which has a heated towel rail. 
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159 There is an analogue Drayton thermostat control located in the hallway area and the 

timer controls for the space and hot water system is a Sunvic Select Excel digital unit 

located adjacent to the thermostat in the hallway area.  

160 This installation generally appears to be in satisfactory condition and working order, 

nevertheless we recommend that it is inspected and tested by a competent heating 

engineer, and a service agreement entered into. 

161 The gas meter is located on the front elevation wall to the underside of the bay 

projecting cill. This installation generally appears to be in satisfactory condition.  

162 The electrical distribution board and fuses are located in the understairs cupboard and 

has miniature circuit breakers.  Although this installation appears to be adequate for 

the property it is recommended that it is checked and tested by a competent electrical 

engineer 

163 Smoke detection is provided in the front bedroom and hallway area with a carbon 

monoxide detector located in the kitchen area.  These are all battery operated and is 

recommended that should any future works be carried out to the electrical system 

within the property that these units are replaced with hard wired smoke detectors with 

a hard wired heat detector in the kitchen. 

164 There is a burglar alarm fitted to the property with the main key control panel being 

located on the partition wall to the upstairs flat with sensor units located in the front 

bedroom, hallway and rear reception area. 

165 This installation generally appears to be in satisfactory condition and on the question 

of security, we recommend that an appointment is arranged with the local Crime 

Prevention Officer in order to obtain professional advice on the question of locks, 

alarms, and security, etc.  This service is free of charge. 
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GENERALLY 

166 We have not inspected woodwork or other parts of the structure that are covered, 

unexposed or inaccessible and we are therefore unable to report that any such part of 

the property is free from defect. 

167 We are obliged by Law to point out that we have not carried out investigations to 

determine whether high alumina cement, asbestos, calcium chloride additives, 

permanent wood wool slab formwork or other deleterious materials were used during 

the construction or repair of the building and we are therefore unable to confirm that 

the building is free from risk in this respect. 

168 We also confirm that we have not tested the building, or its land, for pollutants, 

contaminants, methane, radon or toxic gases and we have not carried out a site 

investigation, a geographic or geophysical survey, and we are therefore unable to 

confirm that the property is free from risk in these respects. 

169 We have not taken into account the layout or any dimensions within the property that 

may restrict the movement, installation or removal of furniture, equipment, or other 

goods and we are therefore unable to give any guarantees or advice in this respect. 

170 We have not investigated the likelihood of the property being affected by flooding, 

and refer you to the Environmental Agency (www.environment-agency.gov.uk) if this 

is a concern. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/
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CONCLUSION 

171 32 Boyd Road is in reasonable condition for a property of this age and form of 

construction, and although there are no significant or urgent matters requiring 

attention there are a number of ongoing repair and maintenance issues to consider. 

172 At roof level at the front damaged rendered finishes to the parapet walls require 

rerendering.  

173 Flashings to the front roof to both side parapet walls should be replaced with lead 

flashings.  

174 The valleys between the bay roof and front roof slope require cleaning. 

175 Sand and cement verges to the valleys require a small amount of making good to 

improve their appearance.  

176 The walls on the front elevation have areas of spalling brickwork ideally requiring 

replacement.  

177 Rainwater runs serving the front roof are discharging onto the brickwork and 

ultimately these guttering runs should be repaired.  

178 On rear roof the chimney stack has several areas of missing sand and cement render 

and spalling bricks, ideally these area require rerendering. 

179 Obsolete service pipes on the rear elevation walls require removal and repointing of 

the brickwork.  

180 Pointing to the rear of the soil and vent pipe requires repointing. 

181 The left hand front boundary fence requires reinstating. 

182  Rear left hand side boundary fence requires repair/replacing. 
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183 Internally areas of cracking through the ceiling finishes require raking out and filling 

with proprietary filler prior to redecoration. 

184 Several vertical cracks running through the wall plaster finishes will require raking 

out and filling with proprietary filler.  

185 The under stairs storage cupboard requires double plaster boarded to prevent the 

spread of fire. 

186 Exterior boiler room ceiling requires asbestos sheeting to be removed by a specialised 

asbestos contract removal firm. 

187 The rear utility room door and frame require replacing. 

188 Battery operated smoke detectors and carbon monoxide detector in the kitchen should 

be replaced with hard wired smoke and heat detectors.  

189 Damp plaster finishes to the front bedroom bay, to the left hand side of the rear door 

and the left hand side of the chimney breast serving the reception room all require 

further investigation. 

190 Notwithstanding our comments above, we can see no reason, from a surveyor’s point 

of view, why you should not proceed with your proposed purchase.   

 

FIRE INSURANCE VALUATION 

191 In our opinion, The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors rebuilding cost 

valuation, for fire insurance purposes only, amounts to £72,000.00, (Seventy two 

thousand pounds). This figure includes for demolition and professional fees, but 

excludes VAT. 
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192 As the property comprises a flat, the responsibility for providing building insurance is 

with the Freeholder/s, who should arrange it on a ‘building-wide’ basis.  We therefore 

recommend that your solicitor ensure that suitable insurance is in place, prior to 

exchange of contracts. 

 

 

Finally, in accordance with our standard practice, we confirm that this report is for the 

attention of the addressee only and that no liability can be accepted to a third party by this 

firm for the whole or any part thereof. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

SW19 SURVEYING & DESIGN   
 
If you have queries relating to this report, please do not hesitate to telephone our surveyor direct:  

Mr M Vince on Tel 07834510956  

E-mail mvince@surveyor-sw19.co.uk 
www.surveyor-sw19.co.uk 
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Cost Summary 
 

 

 

Description Estimated £ 

Rerender parapet walls 700 

Replace front parapet wall flashings 500 

Repair cement verges to front valleys 180 

Replace front spalling brickwork 700 

Replace front gutter runs 250 

Repair damaged render to rear of chimney 150 

Remove obsolete service pipe and point 80 

Pointing to the rear of the soil and vent pipe 60 

Replace front left hand boundary fence 120 

Replace rear left hand side boundary fence 300 

Repair internally ceiling cracks 400 

Repair internally wall cracks 200 

Plaster board stair cupboard 250 

Replace boiler room door/frame 250 

Replace smoke/heat detectors 560 

  

Total (excluding VAT) £4700,00 

 

 

The above figures are intended as a guide only and should be verified by a builder prior to 

exchange of contracts. 

 

The above figures exclude VAT. 

 

It is usually prudent to allow an additional 15% contingency sum for unforeseen costs, when 

undertaking building repairs. 
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Front right hand side parapet wall, worn 

flashes and damaged render 

Excessively damaged spalling bricks left 

hand side of bay 
Stained bricks left hand side of bay 

 

 

Stained bricks right hand side of bay 
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Debris in left hand side roof valley 

Asbestos sheeting in boiler room Obsolete air vent in kitchen ceiling 

 

Rear view chimney stack with damaged 

render finishes 
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Cracking through middle bedroom wall 

finishes 

 


